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In this brief note the minimax theorem on convex games played on

(possibly infinite-dimensional) convex sets will be proved in a new

elementary way. Although the theorem is not new, the method of

proof seems to be new. The proof will be done along the customary

line of dealing with minimization problems by means of calculus.

Neither the separation theorem on convex sets nor any fixed-point

techniques will be needed. The result was obtained by a closer study

of the Brown-von Neumann's differential equation solving games

with skew-symmetric payoff matrices [l]. The method will also be

applied to prove the duality in linear programming.

1. The minimax theorem. Let X and Y be convex sets which are

compact with respect to certain given Hausdorff topologies. It is

also assumed that for any fixed x, uEX, y, vEY, the mappings

t-*(l-t)x+tu: [0, l]-*X and t->(l-t)y+tv: [0, l]->Y are continu-

ous in these topologies. Let further be given a real-valued function

f(x, y) on the product set XX Y that fulfills the following conditions:

(1) For any fixed yE Y,f(x, y) is a continuous concave function of

x on X.

(2) For any fixed xEX, f(x, y) is a continuous convex function of

y on Y.

Under these assumptions the minimax theorem asserts: There is at

least one saddle point (x, $)EXX Fsuch that/(x, f) £f(x, f) g/(x, y)

for all (x,y)EXXY.

The standard methods of proving this theorem so far known are

more or less based on separation theorems on convex sets, and there

are numerous proofs along this line. Another method was given in

[3; 4; 6 ] to prove the theorem under more general conditions by making

use of Brouwer's fixed-point theorem. It is also noted that the well-

known method based on Kakutani-type fixed-point theorems can not

directly be applied to the theorem stated above, since f(x, y) is not

necessarily continuous with respect to (x, y).

2. Proof of the theorem. The proof begins with skew-symmetrizing

the payoff in a familiar fashion. Put K((u, v), (x, y)) =f(u, y) —f(x, v),

(u, v), (x, y)EXX Y. It then satisfies:
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(3) For any fixed (u, v)EXX Y, K((u, v), (x, y)) is a continuous

convex function of (x, y) on A"X Fin the cartesian product topology.

This topology certainly makes XXY a compact convex set so that

the convex combination of any two fixed points depends continuously

on the coefficient t. Further, K((u, v), (x, y)) is skew-symmetric in

the sense that

(4) KHu, v), (x, y)) + K((x, y), (u, v)) = 0.

As is well-known and easily seen [l; 2; 4], (x, $) is a saddle point

for f(x, y) on A X Y, if and only if

(5) K((u, v), (x, fs) g 0 for all (u, v) E X X Y.

Therefore, the theorem reduces to its special case where X = Y

and f(x, y) is skew-symmetric. Accordingly, it suffices to see that

there exists at least one point xEX such that/(s, x) go for all sEX.

Suppose for the moment, that for any finite subset F\EX (XGA),

the set N\= {x\xEX, f(s, x)^0 for all sEF\} is not empty. Then

the family of closed subsets {Ax|X£A} admits finite intersection

property and therefore fixe a Nx^0 because of the compactness of X.

Thus every point x£f\eA Ax is naturally a desired point. On the

basis of the foregoing argument we have only to show that for any

finite number of points si, s2, ■ ■ ■ , snEX there is at least one point

xEX with/(s,-, x)S0 ii=l,2, ■ ■ ■ ,n).
We now proceed to the intrinsic portion of the proof. To begin

with, for any fixed s, x, yEX, let

(6) a(t) =f(s,(l-l)x+ly), 0 ^ t = 1.

Since (1 — t)x+tyEX, this function is well-defined by virtue of the

convexity of X. By the assumed convexity of f(s, x) we have

(7) a(l) ^ fis, x) + t(f(s, y) - fis, x)), 0|(S1,

and also a(0) =f(s, x). Hence it follows that

(8) (f/t)(a(t) - a(0)) g fis, y) - f(s, x), 0<t=l;

Now put, for any finite number of points su s2, ■ ■ ■ , s,tEX,

(9) 6i(x) = max (/(*,-, x), 0),

n

(10) *(*) = £ 6i(x)2.
i=l

&(x) is obviously continuous on the compact set X so that it takes on

a minimum at some point x£A. It will be shown that <&(x) =0. To
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this end, for any yEX, let \p(t) =$((l-t)x+ty), Ofktfkl. As $(0)

= $(x) =minIgjc $(x), it follows that

(11) iKO ̂  tf<0) for 1 ̂  t ^ 0.

Consider now the function of n variables «i, a2, - ■ ■ , an,

n

W(ctl,  at,   ■   ■   ■   ,  OLn)    =   2   [maX  («•'» °)]2-
i=l

This function is convex and continuously differentiable: its deriva-

tives are simply given by dW/dc<i = 2 max (a,-, 0). Consequently,

n

w(ihh, • • •, 60 - W(VhV2, • • • ,Vn) g 2 (6 - *)[3W7d«J«,-t„
«=1

that is

^(6l, £*,  •   •   " , 60   -   ̂ (iJl, 12,  •   •   • , In)

(12) -2,
g 2 V (6 - *■) max (6, 0).

t-i

Now, if we put ati(t) = f(si} (1 - t)x + ty), 0 fk t fk 1, we see ^(i)

= IF(ai(i), a2(t), ■ ■ ■ , an(t)). Hence by (12),

(13) iP(t) - *(0) fk 2 2 («.-(0 - «<(0)) max («,(<), 0).
<=1

Therefore relations (8), (11) and (13) altogether yield

n

(14) 2 (/(*, y) - /0<> *)) max (ai(t), 0)^0,        1 S: / > 0.
i=l

By virtue of the fact that lim(_o max (a<(f), 0) =max (a,(0), 0) = 0;(x),

letting t—»0 gives

(15) )tei(x)(f(si,y) -f(si,x)) £0,
,-i

which shows

(i6) 2 fl,(x)/(j,-, y) £ 2 »,(*)*
t=l i-l

because 6i(x)f(si, x)=6i(x)2 in the light of (9). We have thereby

proved that (16) is valid for any yEX. In particular, for y=Sj,

relation (16) is
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n n

(17) £ 8i(x)f(si, *i) ^ Z Siix)2,       ij = 1,2, ■■■ ,n).
1=1 ;=i

Multiplying the jth relation in (17) by 6j(x)^0 gives

n n n

(18) £ /(*, shdiWe^x) 2: 22 Oi(t) 22 0i(x)2.
i,3—l j'-l t'-l

Since f(s, x) is skew-symmetric, the left-hand side of (18) vanishes

so that *(:«) = XX.i0,-Oe)2 = O. This proves that f(sit x)=:6i(x)=Q
(i=l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , n), as asserted.

3. Some simplification for special cases. In the above proof a some-

what delicate argument was needed to meet the convexity of the

payoff rather than its linearity. This portion of the proof will be dis-

pensed with, if linearity is assumed. To be more specific, if

fis, (1 - t)x + ly) = il- tfis, x) + tf(s, y) for 0 ^ * g 1, s, x, y E X,

then the equality sign prevails in (7) as well as (8). Hence, on directly

differentiating \p(t), we can evaluate its right-hand side derivative at

t = 0, and D+^p i0) = 2 z2l-i 6 iix) if is i, y) -/(s,-, x)). Also, in view of
(11), we see D+ipi0)^0. Therefore these two relations yield (16).

Next some additional remarks will be made for two familiar special

cases, J. Ville's minimax theorem regarding continuous games over

the unit square and the corresponding theorem on matrix games. In

these cases, namely, $(x) in (10), the function to be minimized, can be

constructed in such a way that any point x minimizing $ix) is nothing

other than a saddle point for f(s, x), whereas in general cases its con-

struction is made in an approximative way on the basis of the finite-

intersection-property argument.

(a) J. Ville's case. Let H(£, rj) be a continuous function for

£, ??£ [0, 1 ]. The randomized payoff is given by

fiF,G)= f    f Hii.-fidFitidGit,),
Jo  Jo

F, G being probability distribution functions on [0, l]. The minimax

theorem reduces to the existence of a pair (F, G) of probability dis-

tributions which fulfills Kii$i, iji), (F, G))^0 for fc, r)iE [0, l], where

K(i^,Vi),iF,G))=  f  H(iu V2)dG(r,2) -  f H(^,Vi)dF(^2).
Jo Jo

The set P of all probability distribution functions can be regarded

as a w*-compact convex subset in the conjugate space of the Banach
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space formed by all continuous functions on the unit square. More-

over, K((%i, t)i), (F, G)) is w*-continuous on PXP for each fixed

pair (6, rji). The family of functions i£((£i, r}i), (F, G)) indexed by

(F, G) is uniformly equi-continuous. Thus, i£((£i, ??i), (F, G)) is

simultaneously continuous with respect to £i> t}i, F, G. Since its do-

main of definition, [0, l]X [0, 1JXPXP is compact, this function is

even uniformly continuous. Based on this result we see that

*(tti, Vi), (F, G)) = max (*((&, r,i), (F, G)), 0)

is integrable on the unit square in the Riemann's sense for each fixed

(F, G), and that

(19) H(F,G)) =  f    f 6((ilt vi), (F, G))2dZidVi
J o  J o

is continuous on PXP. The direct application of the method given

in §2, with the simplification described above on mind, will show that

if (F, G) minimizes $((F, G)), $((F, G)) must vanish, which gives

0((£i> Vi), (F, G)) =0 for £i, rjiE [0, l] because of the continuity of 6.

(b) Case of matrix games. Every game with a nonskew-sym-

metric payoff matrix reduces to a game with a skew-symmetric pay-

off matrix in one of several well-known fashions. For any skew-sym-

metric payoff matrix A = (c,-y), the corresponding function to be

minimized is

(20) $(x) = 2 0i(x)\
t-i

where 0,(x) =max (2"-i aijXj, 0).

4. Duality in linear programming. In this section rearrangement

will be made of the method of proof to derive duality in linear pro-

gramming. To assure the existence of a point minimizing a certain

function corresponding to (10) use will be made of the closedness of

the convex cones generated by a finite number of points in contrast

with the discussion in the foregoing sections where the compactness of

the spaces is available.

In the sequel x^y will be used to designate the ordinary semi-

order based on coordinatewise comparison among vectors. A prime

implies transposition. To avoid the complication of symbols the fol-

lowing convention is made: Subscripts in Roman letters refer to

coordinates of points whereas those in Greek letters refer to members

of a sequence of points.

Lemma 1. Let <p(x) be defined for non-negative x's of a Euclidean n
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space R", and continuously differentiable there. If $(x) =minx^0^ix),

then we have

(21) — *(*) ^ 0 ii=l,2,-..,n)
dXi

(22) £ x,- $(x) = 0.

Proof. In accordance with the argument in §2, let for any fixed

v^O, yER", \l/(t)=$((l-t)x+ty). As before, from \fi(t)^\p(0)

(l=-t^0) follows

0 g D++(0) = £ (yi - x/)-<3>(x)
,=i dXi

for any y^O, yER", from which (21) and (22) are easily seen.

Lemma 2. Let A = (aa) be an mXn matrix and xER", b, b,ERm

(v = l, 2, ■ ■ ■). IfXv= \x\x=-0, Ax^b,} ^0, (v = l, 2, ■ ■ ■), and

lim„„M bv = b, then X = [x\x^0, Ax^b} 9^0.

Proof. Since X,9£0, we have b, = Ax,+up for some xv = 0, ur=^0.

Let / be the mX.m identity matrix. Then every b, belongs to the

convex cone generated by the column vectors of the matrix (A, I).

As this cone is closed, it also contains b, which implies X=^0.

Lemma 3. For an mXn matrix A=(a{j) and a point bERm, let

*(*) = £r.i BiixY, where dt(x) =max (£?_! a^Xj+bt, 0), xERn. The

function <i>(x) takes on a minimum over all x2:0.

Proof. Let infxa0 "I,(x)=5^0. Take a sequence \xv\ such that

lim,..a, d>(x„) =5. As {0,(x„)} is bounded for each i, it may be assumed

that lim^oo 0;(x„) = 5, exists (i = l, 2, • • • , m). Let 0(x„) and d be

vectors whose ith coordinates are di(xy) and 5* respectively. The set

Xv=[x\x = 0, AxSB(xv)—b] is nonempty for each v, as Xvz$xv.

Moreover limy<M (6(x,)—b)=d — b. By Lemma 2, we therefore have

X=\x\x = 0, 9i(x)^Si (i = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , m)} = {x|x^0, Ax^d-b]

t±0. As obviously YJa-x 5t=S> we see that if x£A, then 5gd>(f)

< £r=1 5< = 5 Hence, <I?(x) =d, which was to be shown.

Duality theorem. Let A =(a,y) be an mXn matrix and x, bERm,

y, cERn, where Rm and R" are Euclidean m and n-spaces respectively.

If X=[x\x = 0, x'A=c'] as well as Y={y\y^0, Ay^b} is non-

empty, then we have

(i) b'x^c'y for all xEX, yEY.

(ii) b'x = c'^ for some xEX, $E Y.
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Proof. By virtue of (i) which is easily seen, it suffices to show that

b'x'fkc'y for some xG^, y*G Y. To this end, let us define

(23) aiy) = max f 2 aayi ~ °h °)> (* = 1, 2, • • - , m),

(24) tj(x) = maxlcj - 2 aaxh °)> (j = L 2, ■ • • , n),

/    m n \

(25) p(x, y) = max (  2 *«*» _ 2 e/yy, 0 J,
\   1=1 j=l '

(26) $(x, y) = 2 <ri(y)2 + 2 tj(x)2 + p(x, y)2
i-i y-i

for xG-rv"1, yERn- This function (26) is nothing else than 4> as de-

fined in Lemma 3 for the (m+n + l)X(m+n) matrix

0 A-

-A'      0    .

.    b'    -c' .

Therefore, by this lemma, there is a pair (x, y") iSO that minimizes

4>(x, y) over all x^O, y^O. It will be shown that$(x, y) =0 whenever

X^0, Y^0. Since <£(x, y) is continuously differentiable, Lemma 1

can be applied. Hence, on differentiating 4>(x, y), we have

(27) — $(x, y) = - 2 2 o«Ty(*) + 2P(x, f,bi ^ 0, (i = 1, 2, • • • ,«),
dx,- ,_i

(28) — *(*, y) = 2 2 «»*.(?) - 2p(x, y>y ̂  0,       (j = 1,2, ■ • ■ , n),
oyt t_i

- 2 ri(*) 2 <*<& + 2 o-iC^) 2 <w$i

m    ^
2 m< - 2 c/ft) = °-
i=i y-i        /

Now, in view of (24), we see

(m \ m

Cj  —   2   0.7*;)   =   CjTj(±)   —   Tj(±)   2  aHXi,
i-1 / 1-1

and similarly
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aW2 = *<($) £ an}, - bmiy*),
y=i
(ra n \

£M<- HcjyA.
i-1 i—1 /

Using these relations, we can rewrite (29) as follows:

m n

Hx, 5>) = £ o-i(y)2 + £ ry(x)2 + p(x, y)2

(30)
n to

=   £ C,Tj(x)   ~   £ 6,(7,(5!).

y=i i=i

We now prove that $(£, j!) =0 whenever X and F are nonempty. To

this end, let 7 = inf (b'p-c'q) ^0 for pEX, qEY. For any e>0 take

PEX, qEY such that y + e>b'p — c'q. Designate by o-(y), t(x) the

vectors whose components are o\(y) and Tj(x) respectively. Then, in

the light of (27), (28), a simple computation yields

'($) + P t(*) + g F

1 + p(x, y) '       1 + p(x, y)

Hence, by (i),

.,jW±P_        ,    r(x) + q
b-c -g 7 > o'p — c 0 — e,

1 + p(x, S) 1 + p(x, y)
or,

b'a(f) - c'r(x) + b'p - c'q > (1 + p(x, y))(b'p - c'q - e),

from which follows b'a^)—c'r(x)>—e(l+p(x, y)). Thus the arbi-

trariness of e implies b'a(f) — c't(x) 2:0. This result, combined with

relation (30), means 0 g<i>(x, f) =c't(x) -b'a(f) gO, that is <£(x, y)=0.

Accordingly, b'x^c'y' because 6'x — c'y~^p(x, y)=0. Moreover x£A,

y£ F, since c— A'x^t(x) =0 and .4y — b^a(^) =0. This completes

the proof.
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